THE RESEARCH QUESTION

What is the current best practice for decision-making methodologies to proactively identify, evaluate and respond to the impact of regulations throughout the different project life cycle phases?

THE RESEARCH PROJECT

This research study seeks to assess and define existing methodologies used within the industry to proactively identify, anticipate and respond to pre-existing and ever-evolving regulatory requirements that are imposed on utilities.

"With the commodity price cycle downturn, most owners are now focused on improving the way they plan and execute their projects with a heightened goal of meeting planned ROIs. Implementing formal industry wide best practices from CII [is] a key part of meeting their planned ROI goal."

- Michael Dubreuil
CEO, PTAG

POWER, UTILITIES & INFRASTRUCTURE SECTOR COMMITTEE

DRIVING BUSINESS VALUE FOR YOUR CAPITAL PROJECTS

construction-institute.org
CII’s member roster comprises the world’s most successful organizations. Together, we conduct revolutionary R&D in the capital projects industry, fueled by: *Technology-Enabled Innovation, Disruptive Collaboration,* and a keen *Focus on the Future.*

**PUIC BUSINESS IMPERATIVES**
- System Reliability
- Capital Efficiency
- Customer Affordability
- Government Regulation
- Siting and Location of Projects Environmentally Controlled
- Cannot Set Own Prices

**MEMBERSHIP QUESTIONS?**
**ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR FOR MEMBERSHIP & COMMUNICATIONS**

Jenny Bien  
jenny.bien@cii.utexas.edu  
(512) 232-3005

**Construction Industry Institute**

**BENEFITS TO CII MEMBERS**
- Participation in the identification of industry-driven, collaborative research
- Opportunities to develop leaders within your company
- Access to executive summaries, reports, tools and research performed by CII
- Implementation support results in organizational improvements to planning, execution and the delivery of capital facilities projects
- Being part of the forum that sets standards across the industry
- Networking opportunities at the CII Annual Conference where you will have access to academics, researchers and industry leaders

**JOIN CII**

**CII’S LEGACY**
CII increases the predictability, consistency and productivity of project performance.

**CUSTOM SECTOR SOLUTIONS**
Implementation, professional development, and research topics tailored to specific industries

**CONTINUOUS INNOVATION**
Increased shareholder value, return on capital effectiveness and efficiency, optimal return from capital projects

**CONNECT WITH US**
- @CIIProjSuccess  
- Construction Industry Institute  
- Construction Industry Institute